Phase II Ex Ante Review Findings
Measure Description
Insulate 191,000 feet of new steam and hot fluid pipes of various diameters. Three (3”) inches of
mineral wool fiber and aluminum jacket sleeving will be used on all pipes regardless of the
diameter. The adjusted-IOU equipment baseline specified 2” thick mineral wool insulation.
The total project energy savings estimates were re-calculated to be 451,568 therms, with an
incentive capped at 50% of the capital costs of $462,600, or $231,300.
Summary of Review
After an initial show-stopper review in October of 2012, CPUC staff conducted a mini-ISP,
which was delivered to PG&E on February 6, 2013 and resulted in an ISP baseline of 2” of
mineral wool insulation for hot outdoor oilfield pipelines. From this CPUC staff directed the
IOU via the parallel review process to adjust the baseline using separate NAIMA E3 Plus model
runs and re-submit the energy savings, resulting in a large reduction in therm savings over the
original bare pipe, but still with significant incremental energy savings.
From CPUC staff’s suggestion PG&E also submitted a post-installation M&V plan on April 23rd
2013. The plan was reasonable but lacked specific monitoring intervals. The M&V plan asked
for pipe temperatures at both the generator and well head. CPUC staff suggests that additional
post-install pipe surface temperatures be measures every 2000 feet of pipe at available pipe
joints, valves or trap where insulation is not installed. The M&V plan did not include measuring
the combustion efficiency of the new steam generator. CPUC staff also notes that the IOU
savings calculations did not include the boiler efficiency; including this efficiency will likely
increase energy savings estimates.
Furthermore, CPUC staff questioned why incremental cost for the larger 4” diameter pipe was
less than for 3” diameter pipe. The vendor modified the incremental costs of the 3” diameter
pipe to match the 4” diameter pipe at $1.10 per linear foot. During the parallel review CPUC
staff asked PG&E to provide the incremental costs broken out by material and labor costs
between the baseline 2” mineral wool and the proposed 3” mineral wool insulation. The vendor
provided the incremental costs, however, they did not provide the breakdown between material
and labor claiming strict confidentiality of those cost estimates. CPUC staff finds this
unacceptable. After the post-install M&V period for this project, CPUC staff requires that
the final invoices submitted for this project must include the material and labor costs
broken out. Nonetheless CPUC staff re-calculated the overall project incremental costs to be
$360,600, with a 50% cap the incentive would be $180,300.
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Review Conclusion
Ex ante energy savings are conditionally approved pending post-install M&V and true-up of
energy savings including modified NAIMA 3E Plus simulations to mimic actual conditions
found during verification, if different than assumed.

Summary of CPUC Staff Requested Action by the IOU
CPUC staff requests that the IOU undertake the recommended steps and perform the following
tasks during the post-install M&V period and afterward:
1. Adjust the M&V plan to measure pipe surface temperatures measured every 2000 feet of
pipeline for each of the four diameters: 4”, 6” and 10”. For the 3” diameter long pipeline
(120,000 ft), take pipe surface temperature readings every 4000 feet of pipe.
2. Follow the rest of the M&V plan that includes verifying the operating hours, system
pressures and set-point temperatures.
3. Measure the combustion efficiency of the steam boiler; take at least 5 readings and throw
out any outliers.
4. Modify the NAIMA input assumptions for system temperatures, hours of use, surface
temperatures boiler combustion efficiency, and include both baseline runs (2” insulation)
and actual (3” insulation).
5. Submit final invoices that include the material and labor costs broken out separately.
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